A bit about your **Dynamic Sizing**

A pre-purchase sizing (Dynamic Sizing) session is $100
*Bundle with a Revolution Fit Session to save $50*

All forms of payment are accepted, check or cash preferred.

**In a typical sizing session**, handlebar X/Y as well as frame Stack and Reach targets are gleaned.

**Allow around 1 hour for your session**
- with a buffer of 15-30 minutes to wrap up.

**Allow a few days for Sizing Report preparation**, you will receive a digital report of the bike measurements, X/Y, Stack/Reach, and short list of Bike Solutions that meet the criteria.

**You will want to bring**
- your cycling shoes
- cycling clothing (shorts/bibs are best)

**Optional**: you are welcome, but not obligated to bring your existing bike to the aptt. for reference. Especially if you love the way it fits!

The *fitmi!* studio is limited in space, in order to provide the best service possible, we ask that you do not bring guests along to your fitting.

**Missed Appointment & Cancellation Policy:**
For scheduling changes, please give 48 HRS advance notice to ensure you will not be charged the $75 missed appointment fee.

---

**FITMI! IS LOCATED AT**

1002 PONTIAC TRAIL
ANN ARBOR, MI.
48105

---

**THINGS TO NOTE:**
If you arrive to your appointment & Sic Transit is closed, have no fear, *fitmi! is OPEN! Come on in and head directly upstairs.*

If you miss the driveway the first time: turn left at end of Pontiac Trail (lighted intersection) and turn left immediately again into the Northside Grill driveway/parking lot.

---

**SIC TRANSIT HAS 2 LOCATIONS.** For success, use the 1002 Pontiac Trail address. It is a one-way street at the studio location, the driveway is easy to miss.

Parking: free shared parking is available behind the building (accessible from Broadway St. @ Northside Grill- OR - the driveway next to Sic Transit Cycles on Swift St.)

Saturdays: Free parking at the University of Michigan parking lot located kitty corner to the fitmi! studio on the corner of Broadway and Wall St.